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 What is it? - X-Men Legends II: Rise of Apocalypse is a science-fiction action RPG set in a dystopian future where mutants are
regarded as outlaws, and are hunted down by Sentinels, autonomous robotic weapons that are controlled by the evil Legion. It is
the sequel to the game X-Men Legends. What can it do? - You are on a quest to stop Apocalypse from unleashing the end of the
world, an event known as the X-Cutioner's Song. Along the way you'll unlock new heroes, new weapons, new locations, and new
enemies. All these things combined will give you the chance to experience a completely new game - and a completely new story!
The game also comes with two new playable characters, Dazzler and Nightcrawler. These two characters join the roster of nine
playable X-Men and villains. X-Men Legends II is a step up from the previous game, X-Men Legends, in the following areas: - -

A fully realized setting in a post-apocalyptic world in which the remaining humans fight against mutants who have been
banished into the Wild. - - A new protagonist, Nightcrawler, who is not just a mutant but a telepath as well, and his own

teammate. He must help the player retrieve the six Core Medals that are scattered across the world. - - Features an improved and
enhanced action system, including a new cover system, improved dodging and aim system, and more. Also includes new and
improved moves for every character. - - An integrated tutorial system, a detailed character creation screen, and a tutorial for
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new players. - - Improved AI, significantly higher difficulty, more dynamic combat situations, and more. - - An RPG-style
experience system, quests, characters, weapons, and skills. What are the specs? - Minimum: - - Windows

Vista/XP/2000/98/Me/95. - - Processor: 2.0 GHz. - - Ram: 2 GB. - - Video card: 128 MB. - - DVD: DVD-ROM. - - CD-ROM.
- - Free hard disk space: ~10 GB free. - If you have a Mac with OS X 10.4 or later, it will run on Mac OS X. Have there been
any reviews? - Yes, several reviews have been made. X-Men Legends II: Rise of Apocalypse for Windows 7 [mega] - Highly
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